Lesson Plan (Interpretive Listening/Reading – Interpersonal Writing/Speaking)
Subject and Level: Spanish ONE
DAY 6
IPA Scenario/G.R.A.S.P.
Goal: Describe the weather and what you wear during the different times of the year.
Role: Self/ The most influential teen in the midlands!!
Audience: Zara’s own Amancio Ortega wants to hear about your fashion sense and likes.
https://www.businessinsider.com/who-is-fashions-richest-man-zara-founder-amancio-ortegas-2017-7

Situation: You have reached the position of most influential in the midlands. The world’s richest
man wants to sponsor your own brand for the summer. You have to let him and his designers
know what kind of clothing items you are most interested in wearing for the coming break. They
want to reward you for your awesome job, staying put during the quarantine, and they want to
create a complete line of shoes and clothing for you. Amancio has invited all Spanish One
students to share their fashion for all the seasons since it will be winter soon in the southern
hemisphere. He has stores all over the world!!!
Product: A catalogue of new designs for the different seasons.
Can-do Statements:




I can tell what I like to wear
I can ask others about their fashion preferences
I can write descriptions in a fashion catalogue

Resources: (websites and links) ·
Vocabulary
https://quizlet.com/_39f4pw?x=1jqt&i=41xi
https://quizlet.com/_28gpb7?x=1jqt&i=41xi
kahoot:
https://kahoot.it/challenge/0966850?challenge-id=b19df630-1aa1-42a1-9c182ef1b5009a14_1585261594883

Assessment: (Important information or rubrics to complete each task successfully)

Rubric:
Create a Power Point with 5 slides
1 for each season of the year describing the type of clothes you wear:
Example slide: En el verano yo llevo/ me pongo pantalones cortos
Activities:

1. Write your name on this word document

2. Practice vocabulary and structures (sign in to quizlet do all the activities:
LEARN/WRITE/SPELL AND FINALLY TEST, YOU CAN GET EXTRA
POINTS FOR PLAYING MATCH
3. PLAY KAHOOT write your real name in kahoot to get credit for it play as
many times as you need to get the grade you want.

4. Produce a wardrobe catalogue for your own brand of clothing USE THE
GRID BELOW TO CHECK WHAT KIND OF STATEMENTS YOU
SHOULD HAVE IN YOUR POWER POINT.

5. SAVE YOUR POWER POINT AS A PDF

6. Upload THE PDF to TEAMS
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